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GRIN Verlag Sep 2011, 2011. sonst. Bücher. Book Condition: Neu. 210x148x1 mm. This item is printed
on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Essay from the year 2009 in the subject Communications -
Journalism, Journalism Professions, grade: 5,0/1,0, University of Helsinki (Communications), course:
Nordic Media and Communication, language: English, comment: Das Finnische Notensystem geht
von 5-1,wobei 5 die beste Note ist und 1 noch genügend ist dh eine 5 enspricht einer
Schweizerischen 6 bzw. einder Deutschen 1. , abstract: Finland belongs to a list of countries that
Hallin and Mancini place in the group of the Democratic Cororatist model. (quoted after Hovden
2009, p.149; Hujanen 2009, p. 2) The central elements of this group are high newspaper circulation,
strong professionalism and state intervention. They rose from a history of early democratization,
consensus-based governments, a history of democratic corporatism and a strong welfare state.
(quoted after Hovden 2009, p.149) These elements show clearly when taking a look at the Finnish
history. Newspapers were born as political organs around 1900. 1917 Finland declared its
independence and the welfare state has been built up until today. The era of newspapers as political
organs ended only at the end of the 1990s and...
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The book is simple in read safer to comprehend. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. You wont truly feel monotony at
anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).
-- B r a nnon K och-- B r a nnon K och

Very good electronic book and valuable one. It is actually writter in basic words instead of di icult to understand. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Pr of . Jevon Fr a m i-- Pr of . Jevon Fr a m i
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